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Inspired by a nautilus seashell, the kit-
set Nautilus Lampshade rolls back 
into itself to mimic the complex 
organic form of the nautilus shell.

Made from beautiful copper, parts are 
nested tightly together when cutting 
to minimise material waste. The 
copper Nautilus comes flat-packed to 
minimise packaging materials and to 
reduce its size for transport.

Ideal for outdoor use, but note, the 
copper can dull or produce a natural 
verdigris over time – turning a 
beautiful greeny-blue colour. This can 
be prevented with a regular coating of 
mineral oil or wax. Alternatively, ask 
us if you’d like the ‘recipe’ to advance 
this verdigris process.

Note: Does not come with cord set or 
bulb. We can supply either standard or 
outdoor-rated sets on request.
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 420H x 310W x 370L
arge: 500H x 360W x 445L

About Dimensions

Volume

Features

Gross 
Weight

Small: 420H x 310W x 370L 
Large: 500H x 360W x 445L

Small: 2.03kg 
Large: 2.71kg

Small: 0.048 CuMtr 
Large:  0.08 CuMtr

Available as clean/bright copper

Supplied with supporting cables: 
ideal for outdoor use.

Two sizes - small or large.

Made from sheet copper - 0.5mm

Designed and made in New Zealand.

* NOTE: The greenish versions in 
these images have been artificially 
aged to demonstrate how your 
Nautilus Copper light might look
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